
 
 
 
 
 
 

       
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Refrigerator Copy 
Practice every night. 

 Unit 3: Module B 
Lessons 1 – 5 

Story: “Weather” 
Skills: Scientific Ideas, Ask/Answer Questions, Information from Illustrations 

Spelling Words 
Spell and use correctly in daily writing. 

1. monster 
2. surprise 
3. hundred 
4. complete 
5. control 
6. sample 
7. instant 
8. inspect 
9. pilgrim 
10. contrast 
11. explode 
12. district 
13. address 
14. substance 
15. children 

Vocabulary 
Be able to understand the meaning of the word in text and other variations of the word 
1. atmosphere- sky, air (variation- atmospheric) 
2. extends- to expand or get longer or wider (variations- extend, extending, extension) 
3. intense- extreme (variations- intensely, intensity) 
4. equator- an invisible, latitude line that splits Earth in half (variation- equatorial) 
5. exchange- replacement of something (variation- exchangeable) 
6. rotation- to move in a circle (variations- rotational, rotate) 
7. currents- flowing air or water 
8. altitude- height, atmosphere  
9. continuous- no interruptions (variation- continuously) 
10. advances- to move forward (variation- advancing) 
11. properties- an attribute of something (variation- property) 
12. unstable- sudden change (stable, unstableness) 
13. unsettled- feeling disturbed or uneasy (variation- unsettling) 
14. condensed- to make denser or more concentrated (variation- condensation) 
15. resistance- opposition, to go against (variation- resisting) 
16. evaporates- turn liquid to vapor (variation- evaporation) 
17. conditions- situations (variation- conditioning) 
18. reduce- to make smaller (variation- reduction, reduced) 
19. irritate- angry, annoy (variation- irritation) 

 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
       
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Refrigerator Copy 
Practice every night. 

Unit 3: Module B 
Lessons 6 - 10 

Stories: “Weather” and “On the Same Day in March” 
Skills: Ask/Answer Questions, Scientific Ideas, Compare/Contrast 

Spelling Words 
Spell and use correctly in daily writing. 

 
1. create 
2. medium 
3. piano 
4. idea 
5. radio 
6. video 
7. studio 
8. violin 
9. duo 
10. patio 
11. rodeo 
12. pioneer 
13. trio 
14. stadium 
15. audio 

Vocabulary 
Be able to understand the meaning of the word in text and other variations of the word 

1. atmosphere- sky, air (variation- atmospheric) 
2. intense-  extreme (variations- intensely, intensity) 
3. absorbed- to soak up (variation- absorbent) 
4. properties- an attribute of something (variation- property) 
5. unstable- sudden change (stable, unstableness) 
6. unsettled- feeling disturbed or uneasy (variation- unsettling) 
7. hoist- to raise (variation- hoisting) 
8. axis- center line, rotations 
9. orbits- revolutions, circle, path (variation- orbiting) 
10. humid- moist, wet, hot, weather (variation- humidity) 
11. conditions- situations (variation- conditioning) 
12. reduce- to make smaller (variation- reduction, reduced) 
13. irritate- angry, annoy (variation- irritation) 



 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
       
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Refrigerator Copy 
Practice every night. 

Unit 3: Module B 
Lessons 11 – 15 

Story: “Living Through a Natural Disaster” 
Skills: Using Illustrations, Cause/Effect, Scientific Ideas 

Spelling Words 
Spell and use correctly in daily writing. 
1. to 
2. too 
3. two 
4. week 
5. weak 
6. road 
7. rode 
8. stair 
9. stare 
10. bear 
11. bare 
12. write 
13. right 
14. new 
15. knew 

Vocabulary 
Be able to understand the meaning of the word in text and other variations of the word 

1. predictable- expected behavior (variation- predicting) 
2. damage- destruction (variation- damaging) 
3. preparations- making ready (variations- prepare, preparing) 
4. evacuate- to leave (variation- evacuation) 
5. devastated- destroyed, ruined (variation- devastating) 
6. meanders-  wander (variation- meandering) 
7. nourishes- feed, healthy (variation- nourishment) 
8. erosion- weathering away (variation- erodes) 
9. irrigation- watering plants (variation- irrigate, irrigating) 
10. affects- influence (variation- affected) 
11. diverse- variety, different (variation- diversity) 
12. habitats- home, environment (variation- habitation) 
13. consequences- results, effect (variation- consequential) 
14. international- foreign nations, countries (variation- internationally) 
15. organizations- businesses (organizational) 
16. traumatized- afraid, distress, disturbing (variation- traumatizing) 
17. monitor- to watch, observe (variation- monitoring) 
18. invaluable- useful (variation- invaluably) 

 



 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
       
 
 
 
 

Refrigerator Copy 
Practice every night. 

Unit 3: Module B 
Lessons 16-18 

Stories: “Weather,” “Living Through a Natural Disaster,” and “On the Same Day in March”  
Skills: Contribution of Maps/Photos/Illustrations, Compare/Contrast, Time Relationships 

 

Spelling Words 
Spell and use correctly in daily writing. 
1. because  
2. though 
3. taught 
4. bought 
5. touch 
6. would 
7. author 
8. could 
9. enough 
10. sausage 
11. fought 
12. should 
13. faucet 
14. daughter 
15. brought 

Vocabulary 
Be able to understand the meaning of the word in text and other variations of the word 

1. condensed- to make denser or more concentrated (variation- condensation) 
2. resistance- opposition, to go against (variation- resisting) 
3. evaporates- turn liquid to vapor (variation- evaporation) 
4. affects- influence (variation- affected) 
5. diverse- variety, different (variation- diversity) 
6. habitats- home, environment (variation- habitation) 
7. orbits- revolutions, circle, path (variation- orbiting) 
8. nourishes- feed, healthy (variation- nourishment) 
9. erosion- weathering away (variation- erodes) 
10. irrigation- watering plants (variation- irrigate, irrigating) 
11. altitude- height, atmosphere  
12. continuous- no interruptions (variation- continuously) 
13. advances- to move forward (variation- advancing) 
14. axis- center line, rotations 
15. traumatized- afraid, distress, disturbing (variation- traumatizing) 
16. monitor- to watch, observe (variation- monitoring) 
17. invaluable- useful (variation- invaluably) 
18.  
19.  
20.  


